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Abstract. Evaluation of medical image segmentation is increasingly important. 
While set-based agreement metrics are widespread, they assess the absolute 
overlap, but fail to account for any spatial information related to the differences 
or to the shapes being analyzed. In this paper, we propose a family of new met-
rics that can be tailored to deal with a broad class of assessment needs. 
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1 Introduction 
As computer-supported segmentation of medical images becomes increasingly 
commonplace, evaluating the outcomes plays an even more important role ± for in-
stance, for validation purposes (especially on large datasets) or for performance com-
parison. The typical goal of these evaluations is the assessment of the agreement, or 
disagreement, expressed as a measure of their spatial overlap. The most common 
approaches, across several applicative domains [1-4], are based on the quantification 
of the spatial agreement by means of set operations (Dice similarity, Jaccard index, 
etc.). However, these approaches assume that the assessed elements are independent 
among themselves (as entailed by the definition of these similarity assessments itself, 
being based on set operations), while, in the imaging domain, the segmentation-region 
elements (pixels, voxels, etc.) are characterized by their spatial location and this loca-
tion introduces a correlation among the set elements. In this paper, a new family of 
metrics that quantify various aspects of the spatial differences between two regions is 
presented. We demonstrate the use of the proposed metrics amongst set-based tech-
niques in the analysis of lung MRI. 
2 Set-Based Measurements 
Following [5] and [6], let a scalar (medical) image be represented by a function de-
fined on a regular grid ܫǣ࣡ ՜ ܸ. Typically the elements of ࣡ are indexed by a subset 
of Ժ௡, where ݊ is the image dimensionality, and V is a subset of Ժ or Է. Additionally 
we assume that consistent spatial locations are assigned to all of the elements of ࣡ and 
that, therefore, a metric is defined between grid element pairs. 
We define a binary image as an image with two possible values: 
 ܾǣ ࣡ ՜ ሾ ?ǡ ?ሿ (1) 
As we are going to analyze only single-label segmentations, a segmentation is rep-
resented by a binary image and the subset of ࣡ having a value of 1: 
 ܵ ൌ  ሼݔǣ ܾሺݔሻ ൌ  ?ǡ ݔ א ࣡ሽ (2) 
The function ܾ, by definition, induces a partition of ࣡ by means of its two inverse 
images; therefore, the segmentation background, i.e. ܾିଵሺ ?ሻ, will be simply denoted 
by ܵԢ, being the complement of ܵ. 
 
Given two segmentations ܶ and ܴ, typical set-based assessments of spatial overlap 
are defined by computing the cardinality of selected subsets of ࣡. If ܶ is a test seg-
mentation and ܴ is a reference segmentation, for which its values have been consid-
ered to be in accordance with the expected outcome (or ground truth), then the cus-
tomary confusion matrix can be expressed as: 
 ܴ ܴԢ ܶ ܶܲ ൌ ܶ ת ܴ ܨܲ ൌ ܶ ת ܴᇱ ܶԢ ܨܰ ൌ ܶᇱ ת ܴ ܶܰ ൌ ܶᇱ ת ܴᇱ 
 
The performance parameters can then be expressed either in term of set operations, 
where there is no assumption of truth (see also section 4), or based on the confusion 
matrix cardinalities: 
Measure Set-based Truth-based ܦ݅ܿ݁  ?ȁܶ ת ܴȁȁܶȁ ൅  ȁܴȁ  ?ܶ ܲ ?ܶ ܲ ൅ ܨܰ ൅ ܨܲ ܬܽܿܿܽݎ݀ ȁܶ ת ܴȁȁܶ ׫ ܴȁ  ܶܲܶܲ ൅ ܨܰ ൅ ܨܲ ܵ݁݊ݏ݅ݐ݅ݒ݅ݐݕ 
or ܴ݈݈݁ܿܽ ȁܶ ת ܴȁȁܴȁ  ܶܲܶܲ ൅ ܨܰ ܵ݌݂݁ܿ݅݅ܿ݅ݐݕ ȁܶᇱ ת ܴᇱȁȁܴᇱȁ  ܶܰܨܲ ൅ ܶܰ 
 
3 Spatial Impact of the Image Domain 
Even if the set-based measurements are sometimes referred to as assessing the spa-
tial overlap, the extent to which the actual spatial characteristics of the two segmenta-
tions under evaluation are assessed is limited: only the exact overlap of the voxels is 
tested, while any level of proximity is lost. Additionally every element is given the 
same weight, regardless of possible constrains brought forth by the specific applica-
tion where the evaluation takes place. 
Figure 1 shows the impact that the spatial location of the segmented voxel plays 
when assessing the dissimilarity between two segmentations, assuming that no 
a-priori knowledge is available as regards the region to be segmented. The reference 
region ܴ, shown in (a), is assumed to be the ground truth while regions shown in (b) 
and (c) have 7 additional elements with respect to ܴ (false positives highlighted in 
red). It is easy to see, that, no matter what cardinality-based measurement is chosen, 
the four regions will have the same outcome measure of agreement, regardless of the 
position of the red pixels:  
 (b) (c) ܦ݅ܿ݁  ?ȁܴȁȁܴȁ ൅  ? ൅ ȁܴȁ ൌ  ?ȁܴȁ ?ȁܴȁ ൅  ?ൌ   ? ? ? ? ? ?ൌ ૢૠǤ ૞૟ ?  ܬܽܿܿܽݎ݀ ȁܴȁȁܴȁ ൅  ?ൌ  ? ? ? ? ? ?ൌ ૢ૞Ǥ ૛૝ ?  ܵ݁݊ݏ݅ݐ݅ݒ݅ݐݕ ȁܴȁȁܴȁ ൌ ૚૙૙ ?  ܵ݌݂݁ܿ݅݅ܿ݅ݐݕ ȁܴԢȁ െ  ?ȁܴԢȁ ൌ  ? ?Ǥ ? ? ? 
 
Analogously, regions (d) and (e) have 7 pixels missing from the reference region 
(a), false negatives highlighted in orange. The lack of any spatial insight in the 
evaluation produces 4 values, for these image examples, that are always the same: 
 (d) (e) ܦ݅ܿ݁  ?ሺȁܴȁ െ  ?ሻȁܴȁ െ  ? ൅ ȁܴȁ ൌ  ?ሺȁܴȁ െ  ?ሻ ?ȁܴȁ െ  ? ൌ   ? ? ? ? ? ?ൌ ૢૠǤ ૝૝ ?  ܬܽܿܿܽݎ݀ ȁܴȁ െ  ?ȁܴȁ ൌ   ? ? ? ? ? ?ൌ ૢ૞Ǥ ૙૙ ?  ܵ݁݊ݏ݅ݐ݅ݒ݅ݐݕ ȁܴȁ െ  ?ȁܴȁ ൌ   ? ? ? ? ? ?ൌ ૢ૞Ǥ ૙૙ ?  ܵ݌݂݁ܿ݅݅ܿ݅ݐݕ ȁܴԢȁȁܴԢȁ ൌ  ? ? ? ? 
 
It is worth mentioning that, when dealing with medical images, the cardinalities of 
all the subsets that include segmentation complements (ܶԢ, ܴԢ) are somewhat arbi-
trary, being easily affected by crop operations that leave the segmented regions un-
touched. 
4 Roles 
Before proceeding, it is important to highlight a key difference between the two pos-
sible scenarios where an agreement assessment takes place: (i) comparison with re-
spect to a reference region (typically called ground truth), and (ii) comparison be-
tween two regions with equal standing. Sub-figures 1a and 1e demonstrate this differ-
ence. If 1a is the reference region and we want to assess the agreement of 1e with 1a, 
then clearly 1e is in error and, possibly, by an important one as the region has a hole 
in the middle of a supposedly filled region1. On the other hand, if 1a and 1e are equal-
ly reliable (we call it the symmetric case), then the hole in the middle might be part of 
the correct result, but we cannot infer it from the data that we have available. In the 
following sections, the discussion will assume the existence of a reference region; a 
preliminary analysis of the symmetric scenario is presented in section 8. 
                                                          
1
  Notice that a specular reasoning still holds if the roles of 1a and 1e are swapped - with 1e 
being the reference and 1a being the assessed region. 
Fig. 1. Two groups of hypothetical segmentations having the same set-based agreement 
with the reference region (a). Regions (b) and (c) have additional pixels (i.e., false posi-
tives), marked in red/dark gray; regions (d) and (e) are missing pixels (i.e., false negatives), 




5 Initial Considerations for New Metrics 
Based on the previous considerations, the key aspect we would like to introduce in 
our metrics is the acknowledgment of and a grading of the different spatial positions 
where the disagreements occur. For instance, we would like to switch from a cardinal-
ity-based disagreement as in Equation 3 (or, re-written to loop over all the image-
domain elements, Equation 4) to a disagreement metric where the disagreement is 
weighted by a spatially dependent function ݓ as in Equation 5 (and the normalization 
is scaled by function n) 
 ݀݅ݏሺܶǡ ܴሻ ൌ  ȁ்ᇞோȁȁோȁ  (3) 
 ݀݅ݏሺܶǡ ܴሻ ൌ   ?หௌ೔ೕିோ೔ೕห ?ோ೔ೕ  (4) 
 ݊݁ݓ ?݀݅ݏሺܶǡ ܴሻ  ൌ   ?௪ሺ௜ǡ௝ǡோሻหௌ೔ೕିோ೔ೕห ?௡ሺ௜ǡ௝ǡோሻ  (5) 
As the new disagreement measures in (5) are still based on the cardinality of ࣡ sub-
sets, they will clearly satisfy the conditions of a metric as long as the weighting func-
tions are strictly positive. 
6 A Family of Disagreement Metrics 
A convenient family of metric-defining weighting functions can easily be built by 
using the signed Euclidian distance transform (SEDT) [6,7] of the reference region, 
where the internal elements are given a positive value, while those outside the region 
are given a negative value, as shown in Figure 2. It is worth highlighting how this 
approach, thanks to its use of the SEDT, provides several potential advantages (e.g., 
with respect to the perceptual-based approach of [8,9]):  
x it maps the n-dimensional image domain to a single dimension; 
x it overcomes the need to account for the pixel/voxel size; 
x it makes it possible to structure the weighting function according to problem-
specific (anatomical) sizes, expressed in real word lengths. 
Therefore, the weighting function can be written as ݓሺ݅ǡ ݆ǡ ܴሻ  ൌ ܽ൫݀ோሺ݅ǡ ݆ǡ ܴሻ൯ 
where the metric-proxy ܽǣԹ ՜ Թ଴ା defines the amount of disagreement according to 
the signed distance from the reference region border(s) and provides ample freedom 
in expressing the wanted grading of the disagreement. The following equations exem-
plify this relationship between disagreement location and its measurement. The met-
ric-proxy ܽଵ (Equation 6) provides an example of a grading that is proportional to the 
distance from the region borders; the metric-proxy ܽଶ  (Equation 7) is designed to 
tolerate errors up to 10 mm from the border and then flag anything further up; the 
metric-proxy ܽଷ (Equation 8) highlights errors near the border and discounts the other 
discrepancies: 
  ܽଵሺݔሻ  ൌ  ȁݔȁ (6) 
 ܽଶሺݔሻ  ൌ ሺݔȀ ? ?ሻସ (7) 
 ܽଷሺݔሻ  ൌ ݁ିሺ௫Ȁଵ଴ሻర (8) 
Figure 2 shows the signed distance transform computed on the sample reference re-
gion in Figure 1a, and the resulting disagreement values for all the other regions in 
Table 1, according to different choices of function ܽ (Equations 6,7,8) and having the 
corresponding normalization function ݊ defined so that a complete disagreement with 
the reference region is graded at 100%2. All the results are computed assuming a pixel 
size of 3 mm by 3 mm. The set-based disagreement is always 5% for all sub-figures 
1b to 1e. 
 
Fig. 2. The signed distance transform of the reference region ܴ (shown in Figure 1a). 
  
                                                          
2
  The upper level of disagreement is arbitrary. The amount of 100% was chosen to be compa-




a1 a2 a3 
b 1% 0.01% 7% 
c 7% 24% 3% 
d 1% 0.01% 7% 
e 7% 9% 3% 
Table 1. Disagreement performance of the 4 hypothetical segmentations of Figure 1 with re-
spect to the example metrics 
 
7 Application to Lung Imaging 
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the new metrics in supplying meaningful 
summaries of GLVDJUHHPHQWV¶ spatial distributions, they were applied in the evaluation 
of different thresholding levels of a chest anatomical scan, acquired on a GE HDx 
1.5T MR scanner3 (3D spoiled gradient echo sequence, 1.5625 x 1.5625 x 5 mm3 
voxel size). Three threshold levels (th3, th5, th7) were computed as the lowest values 
of a multi-threshold Otsu algorithm [10,11] with 3, 5, and 7 clusters, respectively. The 
image had previously been segmented manually to produce the reference segmenta-
tion. Representative coronal slices of the reference segmentation and the three 
thresholded regions are shown in Figure 3. As the number of clusters increases, the 
threshold values decrease, causing the resulting regions to exclude areas with denser 
tissue such as vessels and airway walls. 
Table 2 reports the values for the set-based disagreement and for the metric-proxies ܽଶ and ܽଷ . While the threshold th7 is too low according to any metric, the set-based 
disagreement is unable to summarize the slight differences between th3 and th5. By 
considering all the values from ܽଶ and ܽଷ, it is straightforward to acknowledge that, if 
one is limited to simple thresholding, a tradeoff must be chosen ± as th3 has a better 
performance in the inner parts of the lungs, whereas th5 is considerably better at cap-
turing the lung borders. 
 
                                                          
3
  GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, IL, USA 
Table 2. Disagreement values for the shapes in Figure 2a and 2b. 
Threshold Set-based Metric Proxies 
a2 a3 
th3 4.99% 0.05% 3.40% 
th5 5.11% 0.64% 3.29% 




(c)   (d) 
Fig. 3. Assessment of multiple thresholding levels in an MRI chest image. Representative slices 
of (a) the ground truth segmentation, (b,c,d) thresholded images at values th3, th5, th7. 
 
8 Region Assessment Without Reference 
Let us now consider two regions, ܵ and ܶ, neither of which is the reference region 
(ground-truth). In these cases, the set-based overlap metrics of regions ܵ and ܶ can be 
interpreted as measuring the size of the region where there is agreement, the intersec-
tion, against an estimation of the reference region size ± the size average for Dice, the 
union for Jaccard. Similar normalization approaches can be used as estimates for the 
set-based disagreement metric (3): 
 ݀݅ݏ஽௜௖௘ ൌ  ଶȁୗᇞ୘ȁȁௌȁାȁ்ȁ (9) 
 ݀݅ݏ௃௔௖௖௔௥ௗ ൌ  ȁୗᇞ୘ȁȁௌ׫்ȁ (10) 
If we are to take into account the spatial component, then a different estimate is re-
quired and the natural solution for the ground truth estimation appears to be a shape 
that is the average of ܵ and ܶ [12]. In our example, a shape interpolation [13] was 
performed using the itksnap tool [14,15]. With a proper estimate ܴ of the reference 
region, a spatially aware disagreement can be expressed both as individual disagree-
ments for each region (i.e., ܵ with ܴ and ܶ with ܴ) and as combined disagreement as 
the sum of the respective individual disagreements: 
 ݀݅ݏௌ ൌ ݊݁ݓ ?݀݅ݏሺܵǡ ܴሻ (11) 
 ݀݅ݏ் ൌ ݊݁ݓ ?݀݅ݏሺܶǡ ܴሻ (12) 
 ݀݅ݏ௡௘௪ ൌ ݀݅ݏୗ ൅ ݊݁ݓ்  (13) 
Clearly, there will be no disagreements deep inside there reference region because ܴ 
is an average of the two regions. Nonetheless, the use of metric-proxies like ܽଷ can 
prove useful in summarizing the disagreement behavior around the region borders. 
This is well demonstrated by a simple example, where the disagreement between two 
shapes ± a disk and a star, are investigated. Their set-based disagreements are 36.5% 
and 30.8% for ݀݅ݏ஽௜௖௘  and ݀݅ݏ௃௔௖௖௔௥ௗ  respectively. Figure 4 shows the two shapes, the 
interpolated shape and the SEDT of the interpolated shape. Table 3 reports the values 
of the metric proxies. In the case when the reference ground truth is missing, metric 
proxies that limit the effect of large positive values, such as ܽସ in Equation 14, can be 
used to assess the individual disagreements and, together with the other metrics, gain 
an additional understanding of the way spatial disagreement is distributed: 
 ܽସሺݔሻ  ൌ  ? െ ଵଵା௘ష౮ (14) 
 
Table 3. Disagreement values for the shapes in Figures 2a and 2b. 
Shape Metric Proxies 
a1 a2 a3 
Disc 3.5% 9.4% 141.8% 
Star 3.5% 9.4% 181.6% 
 
(a)  (b) 
(c)  (d) 
Fig. 4. Example of disagreement assessment without ground truth: (a) and (b) the shapes to be 
evaluated, (c) the interpolated shape as ground truth estimation, (d) the SEDT of c. 
In our example, the ܽସ disagreement for the star is 234.6% and for the disc is 490.8%. 
The higher number for the disk, in combination with a smaller ܽଷ value, tells us that 
the disk has much more disagreement on the outside of the reference region and that 
this disagreement is rarely far from the reference border. 
9 Conclusions 
Assessment of image regions plays an important role in computer-supported analysis 
because of the various outcomes relying on those regions for their computations. A 
new family of image disagreement metrics was introduced; these metrics can be easi-
ly adapted to the specific anatomical sizes under analysis and give a much richer 
summary of where the disagreement occurs when compared to set-based disagree-
ment metrics. Preliminary applications show the potential usefulness of these addi-
tional spatial insights; however, further aspect can be investigated. Future work will 
study the relationship between these metrics and boundary/surface-based metrics such 
as the Hausdorff distance [16] and evaluate the extension to multi-object scenarios. 
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